What happens when Lake Superior has too much water? It dumps it into an already overflowing Lake Michigan

This month, Lake Superior measured about 9 inches above its long-term average but almost 5 inches below its levels from last July. Lakes Michigan and Huron were recorded at nearly 2 feet above their historic average and a half inch higher than a year ago. Still, the Lake Superior board expects to increase the flow to 2,800 cubic meters per second this month — more than enough to fill an Olympic-size swimming pool each second — and above the amount called for in the most recent regulatory plan for balancing the lakes.

Basically SO MUCH WATER WE CAN’T HANDLE IT.

I do apologize for the all caps. But come on. 2013 the low lake levels were blamed, in part, on man-made climate change. Six years later, with record high lake levels, the same idiots are blaming all the water on…

But scientists are divided over how climate change will affect the Great Lakes over the long term.

Now look it, I’m a lot of things. I’m also not a lot of things. I’m more not things than I am things. What I am not is a climatologist or a general scientist. But I do consider myself a decent reader of words. Due to this keen ability to read that which is right before me, I’m able to compare, contrast, think about, form an opinion, and articulate. So allow me to drop some of those opinions on your ability to do the same.

If the supposed man-made climate change was responsible for the lower levels of the Great Lakes a few years ago, then is it man-made climate change which is responsible for the higher than normal lake levels now? Despite our ever consistent use of those nasty fossil fuels the National Geographic from 2013 was crying about? The environmentalists will likely say no. The trend for climate change alarmists is to only highlight what they determine is terrible, never to call attention to that which the rest of us deems good. Low lake levels in the great white north was “BAD. CLIMATE CHANGE. OUR FAULT. HUMANS ARE THE WORST.” But higher than normal lake levels… “SHHH, we didn’t say anything!”

The general attitude and lack of accountability on the Man Made Climate Change is Real and Anyone Who Denies it is a Heretic Who Should be Imprisoned side is their unwillingness to concede when they made a mistake, when their predictions were wrong, and that maybe the Earth’s climate is more complicated than a paint by numbers and can’t just be blamed on people. The latter of which is proved every time they make a prediction and that prediction blows up in their face. How many times have climate alarmists predicted the end is near when “the end” whooshes by like a deadline?

Can we just admit climate changes all the time, and it’s not the end of the world when it does?